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3 LANGUAGES
4 CONGREGATIONS
5 SERVICES

And it comes back to Love God & Love Your Neighbour

MULTI-CULTURAL
ENGLISH
CANTONESE
MANDARIN
Of the types of change mentioned in the Study Guide, this scenario could be viewed as the following:
<build 1>
Revolutionary: move back to old venue completely unexpected and second service was not on any of the leadership’s radar.
<build 2>
Incremental: could be viewed in the light of the continual growth from small to medium-sized congregation, and that the second
service was an inevitable consequence of this change. Certainly the congregation was already used to the idea of incremental change
over the past few years with the growth of the leadership team and the move to the new venue.
<build 3>

MULTI-CULTURAL
3 BROTHERS

**Three brothers** wanting the best of each other group, independent, but united.
When we look at the **Pastoral Team**, we make some decisions together, and discuss some of the wider issues of the church — so
there’s crossover there
When we look at the **Church Committee** the look at lot of the issues of governance and administration, everything from HR to
finances, to property maintenance.
Within those areas there’s a large need to work across cultures and language, and perspectives of things. A western perspectives that
might be more inclined to push forward with things, needs to be balanced with a more cautious or traditional approach from the other
cultural groups. Navigating that is something that makes the Chinese church special. It’s not about how fast we get someplace, it’s
about working together to get there — the joy is in the process.

MULTI-CULTURAL
3 BROTHERS
learn & grow from one another

**Three brothers** wanting the best of each other group, independent, but united.
When we look at the **Pastoral Team**, we make some decisions together, and discuss some of the wider issues of the church — so
there’s crossover there
When we look at the **Church Committee** the look at lot of the issues of governance and administration, everything from HR to
finances, to property maintenance.
Within those areas there’s a large need to work across cultures and language, and perspectives of things. A western perspectives that
might be more inclined to push forward with things, needs to be balanced with a more cautious or traditional approach from the other
cultural groups. Navigating that is something that makes the Chinese church special. It’s not about how fast we get someplace, it’s
about working together to get there — the joy is in the process.

the ENGLISH
congregation

**Three brothers** wanting the best of each other group, independent, but united.
When we look at the **Pastoral Team**, we make some decisions together, and discuss some of the wider issues of the church — so
there’s crossover there
When we look at the **Church Committee** the look at lot of the issues of governance and administration, everything from HR to
finances, to property maintenance.
Within those areas there’s a large need to work across cultures and language, and perspectives of things. A western perspectives that
might be more inclined to push forward with things, needs to be balanced with a more cautious or traditional approach from the other
cultural groups. Navigating that is something that makes the Chinese church special. It’s not about how fast we get someplace, it’s
about working together to get there — the joy is in the process.

Are we Chinese?
Are we British?
Are we Chinese British?
Are we British Chinese?

**Three brothers** wanting the best of each other group, independent, but united.
When we look at the **Pastoral Team**, we make some decisions together, and discuss some of the wider issues of the church — so
there’s crossover there
When we look at the **Church Committee** the look at lot of the issues of governance and administration, everything from HR to
finances, to property maintenance.
Within those areas there’s a large need to work across cultures and language, and perspectives of things. A western perspectives that
might be more inclined to push forward with things, needs to be balanced with a more cautious or traditional approach from the other
cultural groups. Navigating that is something that makes the Chinese church special. It’s not about how fast we get someplace, it’s
about working together to get there — the joy is in the process.

Be the best church we
can be, because this
country needs all the
good churches it can get.

**Three brothers** wanting the best of each other group, independent, but united.
When we look at the **Pastoral Team**, we make some decisions together, and discuss some of the wider issues of the church — so
there’s crossover there
When we look at the **Church Committee** the look at lot of the issues of governance and administration, everything from HR to
finances, to property maintenance.
Within those areas there’s a large need to work across cultures and language, and perspectives of things. A western perspectives that
might be more inclined to push forward with things, needs to be balanced with a more cautious or traditional approach from the other
cultural groups. Navigating that is something that makes the Chinese church special. It’s not about how fast we get someplace, it’s
about working together to get there — the joy is in the process.

CHANGES
REVOLUTIONARY

Immediate need for a solution

INCREMENTAL

Part of the redefinition of our
larger congregation

ENVIRONMENTAL

Caused by external action of
the venue

DISCONTINUOUS

Junior pastor announced he
was leaving

Of the types of change mentioned in the Study Guide, this scenario could be viewed as the following:
<build 1>
Revolutionary: move back to old venue completely unexpected and second service was not on any of the leadership’s radar.
<build 2>
Incremental: could be viewed in the light of the continual growth from small to medium-sized congregation, and that the second
service was an inevitable consequence of this change. Certainly the congregation was already used to the idea of incremental change
over the past few years with the growth of the leadership team and the move to the new venue.
<build 3>

2 SERVICES
LOSS OF CORE STAFF
LARGER CHANGES

Of the types of change mentioned in the Study Guide, this scenario could be viewed as the following:
<build 1>
Revolutionary: move back to old venue completely unexpected and second service was not on any of the leadership’s radar.
<build 2>
Incremental: could be viewed in the light of the continual growth from small to medium-sized congregation, and that the second
service was an inevitable consequence of this change. Certainly the congregation was already used to the idea of incremental change
over the past few years with the growth of the leadership team and the move to the new venue.
<build 3>

CONGREGATION

5C’s

A FRAMEWORK

COMMUNITY
CONSOLIDATION
CULTIVATION
COMMISSION

we want to love our neighbour,
but actually, so often we discover that we can’t stand them.
in fact, those differences is what makes it so difficult to love your neighbour.

CONGREGATION
COMMUNITY
CONSOLIDATION
CULTIVATION
COMMISSION

Where we join
together to worship,
serve, pray, and
receive communion
together

we want to love our neighbour,
but actually, so often we discover that we can’t stand them.
in fact, those differences is what makes it so difficult to love your neighbour.
As people are welcomed into the presence of God and his people, we gather together to worship, learn and grow through hearing his word and respond to him in worship
and prayer
20. where we join together to worship, serve, pray, communion and receive together
21. As people are welcomed into the presence of God and his people, we gather together to worship, learn and grow through hearing his word and respond
to him in worship and prayer

CONGREGATION
COMMUNITY
CONSOLIDATION
CULTIVATION
COMMISSION

LifeGroups
where we grow
together in
communities of
grace,
accountability
and fellowship

21. where we grow together in communities of grace, accountability and fellowship
22. LifeGroups are a place for brothers and sisters committed to growing in Christ, to find a place to develop spiritual relationships and community

CONGREGATION
COMMUNITY
CONSOLIDATION
CULTIVATION
COMMISSION

Where we develop
through our
personal issues and
find freedom in
healthy minds,
hearts, and souls.

22. Where we develop through our personal issues and find freedom in healthy minds, hearts, and souls.
23. This is the place where we discover healing and freedom from the things that keep us trapped from the past. When Sue shares about the opportunity to
talk and be counselled, you recognise just what an impact it can make in your own life.

CONGREGATION
COMMUNITY
CONSOLIDATION
CULTIVATION
COMMISSION

Where we
strengthen our
minds and faith in
learning God’s
Word and Truth

23. where we strengthen our minds and faith in learning God’s Word and Truth
24. This year we’ll be launching our first batch of cultivation classes. We’re still finalising what topics we’re going to be
In the past we’ve run classes on:
Doctrine

CONGREGATION
COMMUNITY

Where we challenge
ourselves to step out of our
comfort zones to keep our
heart, mind and soul clear
to God’s mission and
compassion.

CONSOLIDATION
CULTIVATION
COMMISSION

Where we challenge ourselves to step out of our comfort zones to keep our heart, mind and soul clear to God’s mission and compassion.
What can we share with:
Churches
Immediate Communities
Surrounding Communities
Matthew is a new believer, who has been coming to the Sunday Services. A friend leads him to Christ and now he wants to keep growing so he joins a LifeGroup. In the LifeGroup he is developing spiritual
community, and deeper relationships, but he has a lot of questions that aren’t being answered. So he signs up for the foundations cultivation class (6 weeks). During the time in the foundations class, he starts to
realise the need for baptism, so then decides to be part of a baptism class. After he is baptised, he discovers he has some deeper issues that weren’t dealt with so one of his LifeGroup members recommends him
to meet up with one of the spiritual breakthrough counselors, and they after freedom in Christ he breaks any spiritual bonds. But there are still some underlying issues, so he signs up to meet with one of the
counsellors from church. (Paid service? paid by a sponsor?). After all of this, he moves towards a real maturity, and signs up to the leadership training course. Afterwards he decides his gifts really suit LifeGroup
leading and focuses on that as his core service area.

BCEC

VITAL MICROCOSMS

we want to love our neighbour,
but actually, so often we discover that we can’t stand them.
in fact, those differences is what makes it so difficult to love your neighbour.

BCEC

SUNDAY SCHOOL

we want to love our neighbour,
but actually, so often we discover that we can’t stand them.
in fact, those differences is what makes it so difficult to love your neighbour.

BCEC

iD YOUTH MINISTRY

we want to love our neighbour,
but actually, so often we discover that we can’t stand them.
in fact, those differences is what makes it so difficult to love your neighbour.
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the heart of

THE BCEC
These are some of the core values for our church. These values are what we try to build our culture around. As opposed to focusing on
ministries or projects. We use the projects to help our culture develop.
Every church can develop their own core values and decide what works for your own church. Maybe some churches emphasise sharing
the gospel, or teaching. Find the Core values that reflect your church.

“‘Love the Lord your God
with all your heart and with
all your soul and with all your
strength and with all your
mind’; and, ‘Love your
neighbour as yourself.’”
Luke 10:27

“‘Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your strength and with all your mind’; and, ‘Love your
neighbour as yourself.’”
Luke 10:27

LOVE GOD
&
LOVE YOUR
NEIGHBOUR
The best way, in fact perhaps the only way, to love God, is through Jesus Christ. When we receive, and accept the love of God,
expressed through the sacrifice of Jesus, and received through the love of the Holy Spirit, we then truly can Love God — and through
that begin to Love our Neighbour.

Everything that we do here is
centred around that.
It’s all about growing in love
to God, and letting that love
pour out, with action, to
those around us.

Everything that we do here is centred around that. It’s all about growing in love to God, and letting that love pour out, with action,
to those around us.
When we lose sight of that,
when we’re gathering because it’s a *habit*,
or we’re here to be *entertained*,
or we’re here just out of *duty* then we lose sight..
we’re here, because we love God…
and we’re learning how
*to love more fully
to love more freely
to love more genuinely*
and to love our neighbours

CORE
VALUES
These are some of the core values for our church. These values are what we try to build our culture around. As opposed to focusing on
ministries or projects. We use the projects to help our culture develop.
Every church can develop their own core values and decide what works for your own church. Maybe some churches emphasise sharing
the gospel, or teaching. Find the Core values that reflect your church.

Learning Community

willingness to try, to fail, to adapt, make changes

Gracious Community

including and embrace, forgiveness, grace

Wider Community

focused on sharing what we learn

These are some of the core values for our church. These values are what we try to build our culture around. As opposed to focusing on
ministries or projects. We use the projects to help our culture develop.
Every church can develop their own core values and decide what works for your own church. Maybe some churches emphasise sharing
the gospel, or teaching. Find the Core values that reflect your church.
And Jesus grew in wisdom and stature, and in favor with God and man. (Luke 2:52)
But grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.. (2 Peter 3:18)
42 They devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching and to fellowship, to the breaking of bread and to prayer. 43 Everyone was filled
with awe at the many wonders and signs performed by the apostles. 44 All the believers were together and had everything in common.
45 They sold property and possessions to give to anyone who had need. 46 Every day they continued to meet together in the temple
courts. They broke bread in their homes and ate together with glad and sincere hearts, 47 praising God and enjoying the favor of all the
people. And the Lord added to their number daily those who were being saved. (Acts 2:42-47)

LOVE GOD
&
LOVE YOUR
NEIGHBOUR
The best way, in fact perhaps the only way, to love God, is through Jesus Christ. When we receive, and accept the love of God,
expressed through the sacrifice of Jesus, and received through the love of the Holy Spirit, we then truly can Love God — and through
that begin to Love our Neighbour.

